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MOST FANS of Mormon literature prob-
ably first became acquainted with Levi
Peterson’s works through The Canyons o.f
Grace, a collection of short stories which
came out in 1982. The quirky, brooding
stories in this collection marked the debut of
a highly distinctive voice in Mormon letters,
and left many readers eager to see what
Peterson would come up with next. Well, now
they can find out by reading The Backslider,
Peterson’s first novel. The stoW he tells here
is a significant step forward from his earlier
short stories, covering some of the same
themes in greater richness and detail. It may
not be a book for everybody, but if you like
this sort of thing then this is the sort of thing
you will like a lot.

The eponymous backslider of the title is
Frank Windham, a more or less Mormon
cowboy working on a ranch outside of Esca-
lante. As the book opens, Frank still regards
his religious heritage as a fairly low-key,
peripheral affair. He believes in God, and he
believes that Joseph Smith was His prophet,
but this belief isn’t important enough to him
to go on a mission or to enter the temple. Nor,
in the early chapters of the book, can this
belief keep him from pocketing a few dollars
in a horse sale, or visiting a roadside tavern
with his bunkmates, or fooling around with
the boss’s daughter. Frank feels bad about
these activities, and he knows they are sinful,
but somehow he finds himself doing them
anyway. Then a horrifying, utterly unex-
pected tragedy upsets Frank’s easygoing life
and forces him to reconsider his values and
his relationship with God.
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Up to this point, 1he Backslider could be an
exceptionally well-written but still fairly typical
Mormon novel. Didacticism has long been the
besetting sin of Mormon fiction, and formulaic
plots in which a more or less "worldly" char-
acter is brought through tribulation to a strong
gospd commitment are all too common. But
this, is exactly where Peterson shows his origi-
nality. When his brother Jeremy is horribly
mutilated in a hunting accident, Frank is
indeed jolted to a new and more acute aware-
ness of the transience of mortal life and the
presence of God. However, this awareness is
very different from ~:he world-view of main-
stream Mormonism:

It gave him the sweats thinking how God
harvested people when and where he
pleased. People thought they could earn
some credit by being good, by keeping
the commandments. They thought they
could buy a little more joy and a little
more time to live. When it suited him,
God dumped them, good and bad, into
his mill and ground them into chaff. He
hadn’t sent,an angel to warn Frank, as he
had to Laman and Lemuel. He had wasted
_]eremy (p. 145).

Frank makes a valiant attempt to satisfy the
demands of his stern, perfectionistic, and
utterly uncompromising God. He strives
obsessively to live the commandments of the
Church to the letter. He cuts himself off from
his Lutheran girlfriend. He renounces every
imaginable physical pleasure, from food to sex,
and looks for new ways to mortify his flesh. But
still[, no matter how hard he tries, he continues
to slide back. Frank’s personal efforts are not
enough to achieve perfection.

In his attempts to appease the requirements
of an infinitely demanding God, Frank moves

deeper and deeper into social isolation and a
Gnostic hatred of the flesh. He is rescued from
this descent by his girlfriend Marianne. Signifi-
cantly, Marianne is a Lutheran, and she is secure
in the certainty that she has been saved, not by
any merit she has earned, but by the grace of
Jesus. Marianne’s trust in grace, and the carnal
desires she arouses in Frank, are two significant
factors in the final, surprising resolution of his
dilemma.

Peterson has dealt with the themes of redemp-
tion, grace, and the conflict between love of God
and love of the world in his earlier works. In "The
Confession of Augustine," arguably the best story
in The Canyons of Grace, the narrator Fremont
Dunham broods on these questions in terms
very similar to those Frank Windham uses in
The Backslider. "Mormons cannot ordinarily
admit that moral volition is .an illusion," he
remarks at one point; and later, he asserts that "if
it suits him, He [God] will feed rne tragedy on the
instant. He will shatter me, like a boy dropping
an icicle on the pavement..."

Although these themes and the attitudes
behind them seem highly non-Mormon to me,
my own experience has been in a corner of
Mormon society vet), remote from the rural Great
Basin Mormons that Peterson describes. Cer-
tainly they are weighty, important issues, and I
suspect that Peterson himself has spent a con-
siderable amount of time grappling with them. It
is a mark of his skill as a writer that he can make
it seem plausible and even natural for a Jack
Mormon cowboy like Frank Windham to strug-
gle with them too. The eventual resolution of
Frank’s conflict seems equally natural and
unforced; moreover, both the problem and its
solution are presented in a wholly non-didactic
manner.

The didactic overtones in many Mormon nov-
els stem at least in part from misplaced priorities
on the part of the authors. All too often, it seems
that the characters in a Mormon story are there
primarily to exemplify some abstract quality:
worldliness, for instance, or unrighteous domin-
ion, or something. Beyond the borders of these
traits, the characters tend to fade into nothing-
ness. Fortunately, Peterson is more sophisticated
than this. He recognizes that the characters that
draw us deepest into a story are those most like
real people; that is, they are complex, quirky and
unpredictable. They cannot be encompassed
within any brief list of qualities.

The major and minor characters in The Back-
slider are one of the book’s most attractive fea-
tures. Frank, his girlfriend Marianne, his brother
Jeremy, and Frank’s polygamist employer Farley
Chittenden are just a few of the :intriguing people
in this book. Peterson probably drew heavily on
his own background in rural Utah when he
depicted these people.
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Surprisingly, he seems less successful at creat-
ing plausible academic or intellectual characters.
Neither Wesley, the owner of the ranch where
Frank works, nor the various collegiate types he
meets seem particularly convincing. This lack of
conviction may be due in part to a certain ambi-
guity of perspective in The Backslider. Peterson
tends to leave unresolved the: question of
whether we are seeing what Frank Windham
sees or seeing it as he sees it. Thus, the awkward,
unpersuasive speech patterns of the intellectuals
in this book may be an attempt to capture the
way pompous intellectuals sound to a guy like
Frank Windham. This ambiguity may also
explain why it took me nearly fifty pages to place
this story in some sort of time-slot. (It takes place
in the 1950s.) But problems of this type only
crop up occasionally in The Backslider, and do
little to impede the flow of a powerfully told
story.

At times it may be a little too powerful for
some readers. When Peterson spoke "in defense
of Mormon pornography" at last year’s Sunstone
Symposium, he rightly criticized iMormon writ-
ers for sanitizing their stories by leaving out
some of the more carnal, complex, or just plain
gross aspects of life. All of those aspects are here,
and Peterson’s descriptions of calf castrations and
the like may be a little too intense for some
fastidious souls. Peterson has also made a laud-
able attempt to describe the sexual, side of life in
a way that avoids the Bob Guccione-style porn
fantasies that tend to dominate erotic writing.
Peterson’s description of sexual encounters are
honest and affecting, but in hi~s attempt to
describe sex between real people and not fantasy
figures, he tends to focus rather closely on his
characters’ physical imperfections. Possibly I am
overfastidious myself, but the descriptions of
knobbly noses, protruding bellies, and asym-
metrical breasts sometimes reminded me less of
Bob Guccione’s fantasies than those of
Hieronymus Bosch.

After 150 years of existence and growth,
Mormonism has yet to produce a Sholom
Aleichem or a Gabrid Garcia Marquez to chroni-
cle the lives of its people. It may be an inevitable
fact of life that new social and rdigious move-
ments are less concerned with producing litera-
ture than propaganda, and Mormonism has cer-
tainly been no exception. But Levi Peterson has
shown that he is ready to struggle with the issues
of life in a way that denies neither the difficulty
of the struggle nor the steadiness of his faith. The
Backslider is a significant addition to Peterson’s
own works and to the growing body of quality
Mormon literature.
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